
 

 

 
TEGG is excited to release the new TEGGPro Mobile PSE – the first phase of the TEGGPro 

software re-write initiative! 

The initiative began August, 2016, and was officially introduced during this month’s Principals’ 

Meeting and All-Star Diamond Event in Naples, Fla., and was followed up with an 

informational webinar in April. 

After obtaining valuable input and recommendations for this project from the TEGG network and project steering committee,   

the new TEGGPro Mobile PSE application was designed with users in mind. No longer will you have to take the time to write 

equipment inventories by hand and manually enter it into TEGGPro afterward. Instead, with simple touch and click online 

functionality, the TEGGPro Mobile PSE will help the sales professionals and general managers save time during every Preliminary 

Systems Evaluation (PSE) and manage valuable client data more quickly and efficiently. 

The TEGGPro Mobile PSE application allows Maintenance Sales Representatives to record their company’s inventory within the 

PSE with their mobile device. That information is then imported into TEGGPro. 

Here are the technical specs required to use the TEGGPro Mobile PSE: 

1. System Requirements 

a. iOS 10 with Safari 10 

b. Windows 7/8. 1/10 with Chrome 5.6 or IE 11 

c. Android 7.0 Nougat with Chrome 5.6 

2. Current Supported Devices 

a. Tablets 

i. iPad 

ii. Windows Surface 

b. Smart Phones 

i. iPhone 5s or newer 

ii. Samsung Galaxy S7 or newer 

There are many benefits to using the new TEGGPro Mobile PSE, which includes: 

 Multiple access points, allowing users to access it from a smart phone, tablet or laptop 

 Crisper, cleaner look and feel 

 More user friendly applications, touch and click web design for faster and more efficient data entry and management 

 An Advance Settings feature, offering more option and flexibility for multiple languages, reloading application, pushing 

data and clearing offline data 

 While designed for online use, the TEGGPro Mobile PSE can also be used offline to upload saved data 

 A step-by-step instruction manual and help guide, available now on TEGGNet in COM Section 8, Title 19, and support by 

the ABM Business Systems Support Team 

For more on the new TEGGPro Mobile PSE, contact your TEGG AVP for a copy of an informational presentation and an in-depth 

introduction to the application.  
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